Robust filtering and particle picking in micrograph images towards 3D reconstruction of purified proteins with cryo-electron microscopy.
In order to make a high resolution model of macromolecular structures from cryo-electron microscope (cryo-EM) raw images one has to be precise at every processing step from particle picking to 3D image reconstruction. In this paper we propose a collection of novel methods for filtering cryo-EM images and for automatic picking of particles. These methods have been developed for two cases: (1) when particles can be identified and (2) when particle are not distinguishable. The advantages of these methods are demonstrated in standard purified protein samples and to generalize them we do not use any ad hoc presumption of the geometry of the particle projections. We have also suggested a filtering method to increase the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio which has proved to be useful for other levels of reconstruction, i.e., finding orientations and 3D model reconstruction.